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ABSTRACT 
Field Programmable Gate Array 

(FPGA) technology has become a viable target 

for the implementation of real time algorithms 

suited to video image processing applications. 

The unique architecture of the FPGA has allowed 

the technology to be used in many applications 

encompassing all aspects of video image 

processing. Among those algorithms, linear 

filtering based on a 2D convolution, and non-

linear 2D morphological filters, represent a basic 

set of image operations for a number of 

applications. In this work, an implementation of 

linear and morphological image filtering using a 

FPGA NexysII, Xilinx, Spartan 3E, with 

educational purposes, is presented. The system is 

connected to a USB port of a personal computer, 

which in that way form a powerful and low-cost 

design station.. A comparison between results 

obtained from MATLAB simulations and the 

described FPGA-based implementation is 

presented. Image processing algorithms are 

conventionally implemented in DSP processors 

and some special purpose processors. In recent 

days ARM processors are being used for 

implementing image processing algorithms. 

However all these implementation styles are 

limited by throughput which becomes very 

critical parameter for several image processing 

applications. The FPGA technologies offer basic 

digital blocks with flexible interconnections to 

achieve high speed digital hardware realization. 

The FPGA consists of a system of logic blocks, 

such as look up tables, gates, or flip-flops and 

some amount of memory. The image will be 

transferred from PC to FPGA board using 

UART serial communication. After performing 

the required filtering/processing the result will be 

transferred back to PC. In PC both the results 

will be validated. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
      Image processing algorithms are 

conventionally implemented in DSP processors and  

some special purpose processors. In recent days 

ARM processors are being used for implementing  

Image processing algorithms. However all these 

implementation styles are limited by throughput 

which becomes very critical parameter for several 

image processing applications. The FPGA 

technologies offer basic digital blocks with flexible 

interconnections to achieve high speed digital 

hardware realization. The FPGA consists of a 

system of logic blocks, such as look up tables, gates, 

or flip-flops and some amount of memory. 

In video and picture processing 

requirements for security and multimedia 

applications we require different linear filtering 

algorithms based on a 2D convolution and non-

linear 2D morphological filters. In this project such 

filters will be implemented in FPGA platform using 

VHDL. The image will be transferred from PC to 

FPGA board using UART serial communication. 

After performing the required filtering/processing 

the result will be transferred back to PC. In PC both 

the results will be validated. The HDL 

implementation uses basic blocks registers, adders, 

multipliers, control logic, UART transmitter and 

receiver etc. The project aims to setup an image 

processing platform on FPGA hardware. The results 

shall demonstrate the performed operation on 

FPGA. And validate the implemented architecture.  

Fixed point number representation will be used this 

implementation. 
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II. MORPHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS: 

 Mathematical morphology is a geometric 

approach to non linear image processing that was 

developed as a powerful tool for shape analysis in  

binary and gray scale images Morphological 

operators are defined as combinations of basic 

numerical operations taking place over an image A 

and a small object B, called a  structuring element. B 

can be seen as a probe that scans the image and 

modifies it according to some specified rule. The 

shape and size of B, which is typically much smaller 

than image A, in conjunction with the specified rule, 

define the characteristics of the performed process. 

Binary mathematical morphology is based on two 

basic operators: Dilation, and erosion. Both are 

defined in terms of the interaction of the original 

image A to be processed, and  the structuring 

element  B. Morphological dilation is defined as the 

set union of the objects A obtained after the 

translation of the original image for each coordinate 

pixel b in the structuring element B. The 

Morphological operations are: 

 

i) Negative Image Operation:   
     The data from UART receiver is given to Module 

which performs negative operation, pixel 

information in the form of 8 bit is taken as input in 

the form of  gray scale format, that information is 

subtracted from maximum  pixel value (i.e. 255 or 

X”FF”) resultant value is given as the output.  

 

ii) Contrast Stretching Operation: 
The data from UART receiver is given to 

Module which performs Contrast Stretching 

Operation. pixel information in the form of gray 

scale coded format, firstly the pixel information is 

given to the encoder (Comparator) which compares 

information (pixel) with pre-defined value(they are 

represented in diagram these value are in 

hexadecimal)  and select which type of operation to 

Carry out and provides information to those 

block,data is processed according to the logic in that 

block and generates the output given  to the adder 

structure which work as a OR gate operation and 

generates pixel information. This technique is 

specially developed to implement on FPGA’s only 

for Contrast Stretching.  

 

iii) Dilation Operation: 

The data from UART receiver is given to 

Module which performs Dilation. Pixel information 

as in gray scale coded format. Pixel information 

must be stored into rows for this row_cel will take 

care of it. Row contains Data banks which is equal 

to the dimensions (only width) of the image. Row 

cel first select first row and stores information (pixel 

value) in it after first row is full i.e. it is end of the 

image of first line then the row_cel select row 2 for 

filling of the data if row 2 is full then goes to row3 

after completing the row 3 it go for the row 1 and 

the process will continue. Row_cel will select row 

simultaneously till the image is complete. The data 

in row 1 columns 1,2 and 3 pixel which  pixel is 

maximum will be selected in the same manner row 2  

and row 3 maximum pixel value is selected  from 

these three maximum is given to max4 in max4 

resultant will be maximum of all three maximum of 

rows, that resultant is taken as output. This is forced 

on to the UART transmitter section.  

 

iv) Erosion Operation:   
The data from UART receiver is given to 

Module which performs erosion. Pixel information 

as in gray scale coded format is taken as input. Pixel 

information must be stored into rows for this 

row_cel will take care of it. Row contains Data 

banks which is equal to the dimensions (only width) 

of the image. Row cel first select first row and stores 

information (pixel value) in it after first row is full 

i.e. it is end of the image of first line then the 

row_cel select row 2 for filling of the data if row 2 

is full then goes for row 3 after completing the row 3 

it go for the row 1 and the process will continue. 

Row cel will select row simultaneously till the 

image is complete. The data in row 1 columns 1,2 

and 3 pixel which ever pixel is minimum  will be 

selected, in the same manner row 2  and row 3 

minimum pixel value is selected  from these three 

minimum is given to min4,  min4 resultant will be 

minimum of all three minimum of rows, that 

resultant is taken as output.  

 

v) Opening Operation: 

The data from UART receiver is given to 

Module which performs erosion. Pixel information 

as in gray scale coded format is taken as input. Pixel 

information must be stored into rows for this 

row_cel will take care of it. Row contains Data 

banks which is equal to the dimensions (only width) 

of the image. Row cel first select first row and stores 

information (pixel value) in it after first row is full 

i.e it is end of the image of first line then the 

row_cel select row 2 for filling of the data if row 2 

is full then goes to row 3 after completing the row 3 

it goes to the row 1 and the process will continue. 
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Row cel will select row simultaneously till the 

image is complete. The data in row 1 columns 1,2 

and 3 pixel which ever pixel is minimum  will be 

selected, in the same manner row 2  and row 3 

minimum pixel value is selected  from these three 

minimum is given to min4,  min4 resultant will be 

minimum of all three minimum of rows, that 

resultant  pixel information must be stored into rows 

for this row_cel will take care of it in dilation 

process. Row sel first select first row and stores 

information (pixel value) in it after first row is full 

i.e. it is end of the image of first line then the 

row_cel select row 2 for filling of the data if row 2 

is full then goes for row 3 after completing the row 3 

it goes to the row 1 and the process will continue. 

Row cel will select row simultaneously till the 

image is complete. The data in row 1 columns 1,2 

and 3 pixel which ever pixel is maximum will be 

selected in the same manner row 2  and row 3 

maxim pixel value is selected  from these three 

maximum is given to max4 in max 4 resultant will 

be maximum of all three maximum of rows, that 

resultant is taken as output. This is forced on to the 

UART transmitter section. 

vi) Closing Operation: 
The data from UART receiver is given to 

Module which performs Dilation. Pixel information 

as in gray scale coded format. Pixel information 

must be stored into rows for this row_cel will take 

care of it.Row contains Data banks which is equal to 

the dimensions(only width) of the image. Row cel 

first select first row and stores information (pixel 

value) in it after first row is full i.e it is end of the 

image of first line then the row_cel select row 2 for 

filling of the data if row 2 is full then goes to  row3 

after completing the row 3 it goes to the row 1 and 

the process will continue. Row cel will select row 

simultaneously till the image is complete. The data 

in row 1 columns 1,2 and 3 pixel which ever pixel is 

maximum will be selected in the same manner row 2  

and row 3 maximum pixel value is selected  from 

these three maximum is given to max4 in max 4 

resultant will be maximum of all three maximum of 

rows, that resultant is given to erosion block. Row 

cel first select first row and stores information (pixel 

value) in it after first row is full i.e. it is end of the 

image of first line then the row_cel select row 2 for 

filling of the data if row 2 is full then goes to row3 

after completing the row 3 it goes to the row 1 and 

the process will continue. Row cel will select row 

simultaneously till the image is complete. The data 

in row 1 columns 1,2 and 3 pixel which ever pixel is 

minimum  will be selected, in the same manner row 

2  and row 3 minimum pixel value is selected  from 

these three minimum is given to min4,  min4 

resultant will be minimum of all three minimum of 

rows, that resultant is taken as output. This is forced 

on to the UART transmitter section.  

 

III. VLSI design methodologies: 

VHDL:VHDL (VHSIC hardware  

description language; VHSIC: very-high-

speed integrated circuit) is a hardware description 

language used in electronic design automation to 

describe digital and mixed-signal systems such 

as field-programmable gate arrays and integrated 

circuits. 

VHDL is a high level description language for 

system and circuit design. The language supports 

various levels of abstraction. In contrast to regular 

netlist formats that supports only structural 

description and a Boolean entry system that supports 

only dataflow behavior, VHDL supports a wide 

range of description styles. These include structural 

descriptions, dataflow descriptions and behavioral 

descriptions. The structural and dataflow 

descriptions show a concurrent behavior. That is, all 

statements are executed concurrently, and the order 

of the statements is not relevant. On the other hand, 

behavioral descriptions are executed sequentially in 

processes, procedures and functions in VHDL. The 

behavioral descriptions resemble high-level 

programming languages. VHDL allows a mixture of 

various levels of design entry abstraction. Precision 

RTL Synthesis Synthesizes will accept all levels of 

abstraction, and minimize the amount of logic 

needed, resulting in a final netlist description in the 

technology of your choice. The Top-Down Design 

Flow is shown in Figure   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VHSIC
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hardware_description_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hardware_description_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_circuit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_design_automation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_electronics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mixed-signal_integrated_circuit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field-programmable_gate_array
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_circuit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_circuit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_circuit
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            Figure : Top-Down Design Flow 

VHDL is a fairly general-purpose language, and 

it doesn't require a simulator on which to run the 

code. There are many VHDL compilers, which build 

executable binaries. It can read and write files on the 

host computer, so a VHDL program can be written 

that generates another VHDL program to be 

incorporated in the design being developed. Because 

of this general-purpose nature, it is possible to use 

VHDL to write a test bench that verifies the 

functionality of the design using files on the host 

computer to define stimuli, interacts with the user, 

and compares results with those expected. 

It is relatively easy for an inexperienced 

developer to produce code that simulates 

successfully but that cannot be synthesized into a 

real device, or is too large to be practical.  

VHDL is not a case sensitive language. One can 

design hardware in a VHDL IDE (for FPGA 

implementation such as Xilinx ISE, Altera Quartus, 

or Synopsys Synplify) to produce 

the RTL schematic of the desired circuit. After that, 

the generated schematic can be verified using 

simulation software which shows the waveforms of 

inputs and outputs of the circuit after generating the 

appropriate test bench. To generate an appropriate 

test bench for a particular circuit or VHDL code, the 

inputs have to be defined correctly. For example, for 

clock input, a loop process or an iterative statement 

is required. 

The key advantage of VHDL when used for 

systems design is that it allows the behavior of the 

required system to be described (modeled) and 

verified (simulated) before synthesis tools translate 

the design into real hardware (gates and wires). 

Another benefit is that VHDL allows the 

description of a concurrent system (many parts, each 

with its own sub-behavior, working together at the 

same time). VHDL is a Dataflow language, unlike 

procedural computing languages such as BASIC, C, 

and assembly code, which all run sequentially, one 

instruction at a time. A final point is that when a 

VHDL model is translated into the "gates and wires" 

that are mapped onto a programmable logic device 

such as a CPLD or FPGA, and then it is the actual 

hardware being configured, rather than the VHDL 

code being "executed" as if on some form of a 

processor chip. VHDL is frequently used for two 

different goals: simulation of electronic designs and 

synthesis of such designs. Synthesis is a process 

where a VHDL is compiled and mapped into an 

implementation technology such as an FPGA or an 

ASIC. Many FPGA vendors have free (or 

inexpensive) tools to synthesize VHDL for use with 

their chips, where ASIC tools are often very 

expensive. Not all constructs in VHDL are suitable 

for synthesis. For example, most constructs that 

explicitly deal with timing such as wait for 10 

ns; are not synthesizable despite being valid for 

simulation. While different synthesis tools have 

different capabilities, there exists a 

common synthesizable subset of VHDL that defines 

what language constructs and idioms map into 

common hardware for many synthesis tools. A large 

subset of VHDL cannot be translated into hardware. 

This subset is known as the non-synthesizable or the 

simulation-only subset of VHDL and can only be 

used for prototyping, simulation and debugging. For 

example, the following code will generate a clock 

with the frequency of 50 MHz it can, for example, 

be used to drive a clock input in a design during 

simulation. It is, however, a simulation-only 

construct and cannot be implemented in hardware.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Register_transfer_level
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dataflow_language
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS: 

 
 

Fig: Simulation results for top module 

 

III. COMPARISIONS 
 

DSP FPGA 

Speed is low Speed  is high 

Single image 

processing on a 

single chip 

Multiple image 

processing on a single 

chip 

Low performance High performance 

Low reliability High reliability 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

A low-cost image processing system for 

real time applications with educational purposes has 

been presented. The system takes advantages of the 

available resources in a Nexis II system based on the 

Xilinx FPGA Spartan 3E.The described FPGA-

based real-time image processing system was shown 

to provide a very good tool for further computer 

vision applications. At the same time, it is 

worthwhile to mention the educational value of the 

developed prototype as a laboratory tool in modern 

digital system courses. It combines hardware and 

software to achieve accurate as well as a 

considerably high performance, which can be 

accounted to the efficient parallel implementation so 

that the speed is increased. 

It is well known that there are many 

different learning styles. Some people learn better 

by reading books, others through a verbal 

explanation, while others learn most effectively 

through application. The goal of this project is to 

add another tool to the learning style, one focused 

on a visual learning style. By developing an 

application to demonstrate some tools of 

morphological image processing, the goal is to add 

another tool to the learning processes. 
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